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BY 
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(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of December 19, 1959) 
l. This work is a continuation of a paper of the same title [2] which 
appeared recently in this Journal. The notations used here, apart from 
those newly defined, are those of that paper which will here be referred 
to as (I). Thus let C be a closed simple curve in the z-plane and suppose 
that the transformation 
(l.I) z 1p(t) =(eft)+ cp(t), 
where c * 0 and cp( t) is a function regular in It I < I, rna p the unit circle 
ltl =I on to C and ltl <I on to 1) E(O). Write lei =y and let z=yei0 and 
define the number r=r(8) to be a root of the equation 1p(t)-z=O of 
least modulus; put 2) 
(1.2) 0< minlr(O)I=tJ<l. 
B 
The main result of (I) is theorem I which defines a class of functions 
represented in the closed region D(O) by the product series of two simple 
absolutely monic sets 3) effective in the same region D(O). The result 
obtained is, however, not the best possible as it can be improved for 
some particular forms of the contour G. In this paper we shall obtain the 
best result possible. For this end we write x(t) = (tfc)VJ(t), so that x(t) is 
regular in It I< I, and can thus be expanded in the series 
(1.3) 
Suppose that 
(I.4) 
(1.5) 
00 
x(t) = ! aktk; Jti < l. 
k-0 
00 
{x(t)}» = ! ak<n> fk; n ;;;d, 
k-0 
n 
Sn(R)= ~ lak<n>IRk; O<R<I, 
k-0 
1) As in (I), E(O) denotes the open region exterior to G while D(O) stands for 
the closed region composed of the domain inside 0 and the boundary 0 itself. 
2) The fact that 0 < {J ~ l is proved in (I); c.f. p. 599, l.l and lemma l. 
3) The reader is assumed to be acquainted ·with the theory of basic sets of poly-
nomials as given by WHITTAKER [3]. 
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and write 
(1.6) S(R)= lim {Sn(R)}ltn. 
n-+00 
It is easily seen from (1.4) and (1.15) that 
S,.(R),;;;(n+ I){G(R)}n, 
where G(R) = max Jx(t)J, so that S(R) is finite for R < l. 
lti-R 
The result to be established here· is the folloWing theorem . 
.Theorelll, .Let {p,.<t>(z)}; i=l, 2; be two s.imple absolutely_monip .s~ts 
which are effective in D(O) and let {Pn(z)} be the product set {p,.<l>(z)}{p,.<2>(z)}. 
Then the product series will repres~nt in D( 0) every function regular in 
D(O)l!B), where B=S({J)f{J; .and this result is the best possible. 
2. To prove the first assertion of the theorem w;e first observe that if 
{P,.(z)} is the Faber set of polynomials associated with the contour 0 
and if zn admits the representation 
,. 
(2.1) zn= ! On,kPk(z) 
k-0 . 
then, according to Faber [I; p. 395], 
On,k=- (1/2in) f {1J'(t)}ntk-ldt. 
J!l=l 
Hence the expansion (1.4) yields . 
(2.2) On,k= -cna~"2.k; O.;;;;k,;;;n. 
Also, since /J,;;; 1, then S({J) is finite; hence given any finite number 
a>S({J) we shall have 4) 
(2.3) S,.((J)<Kan; n;;;. l, 
We now consider the product set {q,.(z)}= {q,.(l)(z)}{P,.(z)}{q,.<2l(z)} where 
the two sets {q,.<il(z)} are effective in Jzl < 1 and the coefficients q~! .. of 
zn in q,.<t>(z) satisfy the condition 
Jq~!,.J =yn; ~;;;.0. 
Proceeding as in lemma 2 of (I), applying (2.2} and (2.3) in the place 
of (3.4) of (I), the following inequality can easily be arrived at 
(2.4) w(l)<e~aifh, 
where w(l} is the Cannon function {c.f. (4.4) of (I)} for the set {q,.(z)}, 
(! is any finite number greater than 1 and pl is tt,,;,y positive nuinb~r less 
than {J. Thus choosing a arbitrary near .to S({J), (2.4) can be written 
(2.5} w(l) ,;;;S({J)f{J= B. 
This· relation establishes in the usual way {c.f. (I); proof of theorem 1; 
pp. 603, 604} the first assertion of the theorem. 
4 ) As it is usual, K denotes positive finite numbers, independent of n, which are 
not necessarily of the same value at different occurrences. 
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3. To prove that the result of the theorem is the best possible the 
following lemma has to be established. 
Lemma. For the Faber set {Pn(z)}, there is a positive number L<t 
for which 
(3.I) 
where 
mk(y) = max IPk(z)i. 
lzi-Y 
Proof 5). From the definition (1.2) of the number fJ there is a value 
eo of e such that ir(&o)l=fJ; let r(&o)=ro; so that 
(3.2) lrol=fJ. 
Also, let 1p(ro) = zo, so that 
(3.3) Zo=yeiB,, 
and consider the function 
'P'(t) !p 1 (t) 
1p(t) -zo = 1p(t)- 1p(To) · 
Considered as a function of t, this function has simple poles at t = 0 
and t = r 0 with respective residues - I and I; otherwise this function is 
regular in the domain of existence of the function cp(t) given by (LI ). 
Hence if cp(t) is regular in itl <h, where h> I, we can write 
1p1 (t) - -1 l ~ k (3.4) ~p(t)-!p(To)- -t- + t-To + k"::o Fk(ro)t' 
where the series on the right represents a function regular in iti <h. 
Hence given any number h1, such that I< h1 < h, then applying Cauchy's 
inequality to that series we obtain 
(3.5) 
Now, let iti<fJ, and expand - 1- in powers oft, in view of (3.2); thus 
L--To (3.4) yields · · ·· · · · · · 
t 1p1 ( t) - ~ { . l } k (t) _ . ( ) - -I+ k Fk-l(r!l)- I< t . 
'P 'P To k-l To 
Comparing this with the .familiar expansion {c.f. Faber [1;. p. 39I]} 
t1p'(t) - t1j!'(t) - ~ p ( ) tk 
1p(t)- 1p(To) - 1p (t)- Zo -- k=O k Zo ' 
it follows that 
(3.6) 
5) The proof is on the same lines as the proof of formula (19), p. 394 of Faber's 
paper [1]. 
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Applying (3.5) to (3.6) and using (3.2) it follows that there is a positive 
integer ko such that 
since {3 < 1 < h1. Defining the positive number L <! to be 
L< min {Jkmk(y), 
k::;;;;,ko 
and since mk(y)>[Pk(zo)[, in view of (3.3), then (3.7) implies (3.1), and 
the lemma is proved. 
Consider now the simple absolutely monic set {pn<I>(z)} given by 
(3.8) 
Being effectively equivalent to the Faber set {Pn(z)}, associated with C, 
the set {pn<1>(z)} is effective in D(C). Let {Pn(z)} be the square of the set 
{pn<1>(z)} and form the sets {qn(l)(z)} and {qn(z)} as in (5.1) and (5.2) of (I); 
so that, in view of (3.8). 
(3.9) 
and 
{qn(z)} = {qn (l)(z) }{P n(z) }{qn (l)(z) }. 
It easily follows from (3.9) that 
(3.10) 
Hence, with the definition (2.1) of (8n,k), we shall have 
(3.11) 
n 
zn =e-n I 8n,k{qk(z)jck}. 
k~O 
In the first place, (3.10) yields 
(3.12) Mn(1) max [qn(z)l =ynmn(y). 
1•1~1 
Hence, applying (2.2) and (3.12) in (3.11), we obtain 
n n 
(3.13) mn(1) ~ I I On, kl { Mk(1)Jyn+k} = I I a~"2k[mk(y). 
k~O k~O 
Thus using (1.5) and (3.1) in (3.13), it follows that 
n 
mn(1) > L I [a~n_!_k[ {3-k = LSn(f3)/{3n. 
k=O 
Finally, as n tends to infinity this inequality gives 
m(l) ::;;.8({3)/{3= B. 
Hence the inequality (2.5) implies that, for the set {qn(z)}, m(1) =B. 
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In the usual way {c.f. (I); (5.6) and p. 604, 11. 31-34} we can prove that 
the result of the theorem is the best possible. This finishes the proof 
of the theorem. 
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